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Abstract-Nine
publications are reviewed concerning blood pressure (BP) levels among Amerindian tribes
of the Amazon Basin. The lifestyle of these lowland peoples includes most known protective factors against
hypertension, and relative isolation from Western society. The latter, however, is rapidly changing.
Sampling, data, and analysis problems make current blood pressure data difficult to interpret, and provide
a questionable baseline from which to document pressure change during rapid culture change for these
groups. Ethnographic and epidemiological perspectives are offered for future blood pressure and health
studies among native Amazonians.
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INTRODUCIION
Numerous
researchers
have now compared
‘traditional’ societies with industrial
nations, and documented differences in age/sex trends in mean blood

pressure levels, or differential rates of hypertension
prevalence [ 11. These studies often contradict Western
experience, where blood pressure increases with age,
and mean pressure levels for adult males normally
exceed that of adult females [2,3]. Similar trends in
age/sex increases in blood pressure occasionally have
been noted for traditional societies undergoing social
change, or in subjects who migrate from preindustrial settings to modem, urban societies [4-6].
These patterns have fostered on-going epidemiological debate. Does blood pressure necessarily
increase with advancing age? Are there always significant differences in mean pressure levels between the
sexes when age and weight factors are considered?
Finally, is there a consistent relationship between
socio-cultural disruption in a society, and longterm blood pressure alteration for its individual
members?
Certain reviewers do not attempt comparisons of
blood pressure data from nonindustrial groups due to
methodological problems [e.g. 7,8], and the diversity
of historical experiences of each traditional society as
it encounters another culture [l]. Unfortunately this
is also true for research among the native peoples of
the Amazon Basin, even though studied groups are
isolated and small, and much of the research has been
conducted within the last 15 yr [7].
Amerindian populations of the Amazon Basin
offer an opportunity to study a way of life which
incorporates most current maxims for preventing and
controlling hypertension. These include a regular
physical exercise, low sodium/high potassium diets
[9-111, low prevalence of obesity or diabetes
[9, IO, 12-151, moderate use of low-alcohol
or
caffinated beverages in traditional diets [17] and

relative social homogeneity among tribal members
[7, 12, 131.
However, even the most isolated Amazonian
groups face highways, mining, agricultural colonization and other development
projects in the
Basin, particularly since the 1970s [16, 18, 191. These
societies now represent a continuum of increasing
contact and integration with the larger Western
society [20,21]. Most now live in large territorial
reservations. Increased access to Western medical
care has been a part of this process, including
health surveillance and blood pressure measurement
[e.g. 9, 10, 12, 19. Biomedical researchers, health
officials and social scientists continue to collaborate
in the difficult work of recording changes in
Amerindian health status during this period [e.g.
9, 10, 13, 16,22-251.
There have been numerous suggestions of an association between greater mean blood pressure levels
and the increase in social complexity of a population
[3-7,26-291. As a formally isolated and homogeneous group becomes acculturated, or its members
migrate to a larger, more complex society, greater
social stratification and specializaton occur. This
poses several cultural, physical and psychological
challenges and changes for the group’s members.
The terms ‘acculturation’ and ‘culture change’ have
been used somewhat interchangably in the socialmedicine literature, implying certain assumptions
have been made [30]. Most common is the notion
that the ‘pre-contact’ or ‘pre-migrational’ society
is relatively homogenous, its cultural values are
unanimously accepted, and given its social integration, the society is considered to be relatively ‘stressfree’ [30]. Post-contact
acculturation,
whether
proceeding to complete social assimilation, or new
cultural configurations, conversely, is taken to imply
extended social disintegration, economic change and
psychosocial distress. While social scientists today
would question such a static and undifferentiated
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view of Amerindian societies, the general hypothesis
of Western-contact/social
disintegration
may be
generally applicable to lowland groups of South
America.
It is difficult, however, to test ‘acculturation’ as
a construct in models of health status or disease
prevalence. Tangible criteria for these socio-economic
changes are needed, such that individual (versus
group) differences in process of cultural change, and
presumably health risk, can be discerned. As one
example, certain data suggest that process of cultural
change affects social roles and health status of the two
sexes differentially, and is associated with different
health effects for members of various age cohorts
[7,26-28,301.
This review outlines the methodological hazards
in this much needed anthropological and epidemiological research on covariates of blood pressure,
as seen in previously published data for Amazonian
Amerindians. Sample selection, blood pressure and
other data collection, data analysis and reporting,
and research design will each be addressed. Ethnographic examples will illustrate common field conditions, and highlight specific variables which require
careful evaluation, if the mechanisms underlying
blood pressure response to cultural change are to be
understood. Thus, the relative impact of modified
dietary and health habits, obesity, access to medical
care and tangible cultural changes may be assessed
for their independent (or interactive) effects on blood
pressure level.
SAMPLING

PROCEDURES

. . . (A)pproximately 12-15,000 Yanomamo are distributed
among some 150 villages in an area of approximately
100,000
. square miles. . . At present there are some 16 small
missions. . . as well as government health stations. . . for

the most part located on navigable rivers. (However,). . . there are probably villages yet to be visited by
non-indian[s]. The selected subjects consisted of all available
inhabitants of sixteen. . . villages. In a few instances several
Indians were absent . . . on a hunting trip.. . . Selection of
villages was determined by a cross-section of widely dispersed living sites . . . , as remote as possible, but still
accessible by small plane or boat. . . Blood pressures
were.. . performed on 506 Indians during the expeditions of
1966, 1967, and 1968.. . [9].
This is one of the best methodological
descriptions
of sampling in this literature, listing the selection

criteria for research sites and study participants.
Oliver and coworkers [9] have the advantage of a long
history of ethnographic and governmental contact
with the Yanomamo, and accurate maps from which
to enumerate villages and their members. Seven
separate field trips were required to accomplish the
medical objectives of their 1975 study, and related
studies are still in progress. The reader can appreciate
the extreme physical difficulties in accessing these
isolated populations and determining an appropriate
study sample.
One can also identify potential sources of sampling
and/or participation
bias in work with lowland
Amerindian
groups. Opportunistic
sampling of
villages linked to air or water transportation
is
characteristic of most of the reports reviewed here. As
noted by Pedro de Lima [31, p. 7881.

We sampled only 124 of the 800 of the estimated population
and the studied groups, the Kalapalo and the
Kamaiura, are those with which the researchers have had
the longest contact..
other, more isolated groups will be
studied . in the future (translation by authors).
It must be recognized that ‘accessible’ villages may
not be representative of the total population. These
sites are more likely to include individuals who are
more dependent on wages, medical or other services,
or who participate in governmental or missionary
goals to ‘pacify’ the Indian groups, than are persons
from more isolated villages.
Sampling and participation bias represent two of
the most severe problems in both the collection
and interpretation of health data from Amerindian
societies. Although most authors state that measurements were attempted ‘. . . in all inhabitants’ [e.g. 91,
age/sex pyramids for these studies indicate certain
age groups, particularly males aged 2540 are strikingly underrepresented,
even for a nonindustrial
population
structure. Neel and co-workers, for
example, provide useful age/sex ratios comparing
their Xavante subjects, the Kaingang Amerindians of
southern Brazil, and the general 1950 Brazilian
national census [12, p. 921. Taken together with the
sample sizes for the blood pressure data, the reader
may deduce that 27% of Xavante under the age
of 15 were included in the study sample, as were
about 40% of the adults. As blood pressure data
were only a secondary objective of a larger genetic
study, selection criteria for the blood pressure subjects are not specified. However, as the representativeness of the blood pressure data cannot be
evaluated, the reader can only speculate about ‘average’ Xavante blood pressure levels, or comparisons
with other Amerindian populations. The Xavante
study is but one of several which presents this
problem.
Oliver and colleagues note that “. . . several
wanomamo] . . . were absent on a hunting trip.. . ”
[9]; a common feature of Amerindian life. Groups
may also leave the village for gardening or collecting tasks, and women become inaccessible due to
ritual isolation during their menstrual periods, or
post-partum
seclusion [32]. Long term absences
may include seasonal expeditions, villages in the
cyclical process of relocation, and/or individuals
engaged in wage-labor in the local cash economy.
In some cases wage earners may be absent several
months [ 131.
Prior knowledge of the seasonal round of economic
and social activities of the village(s) is not only
essential in planning the study sample, but ethnographic and genealogical data may identify missing
members and group demographic characteristics,
relate absentees to others in the group, and explain
the latter’s absence. This is probably most feasible
where the household is used as the sampling unit.
Some knowledge of mortality, morbidity, migration
and labor patterns of the group, enhances the likelihood of locating missing subjects. Thus the latter’s
effect on the representativeness of the sample can be
determined. In short, demographic details, including
an age/sex pyramid for the study sample, and the
estimated total population, are not only essential
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tools for data collection, but provide a base for
interpreting changes in health status. Identifying
members with regular employment or contact with
the larger society may also indicate pertinent indices
of individual acculturation.
BLOOD

PRESSURE

MEASUREIMENT

Most publications follow the accepted norms in
reporting the type/make of sphygmomanometer used,
the position of the subject, which Korotkoff phase is
used for diastolic readings, the arm used for pressure
reading(s), and the time of day when the measurements were recorded. One report addressed interinstrument
variation
[9], but none addressed
inter-reader variability, when more than one observer
took pressure readings. More recent studies have
opted for two sequential readings; some recording the
average of the two readings [IO, 13,221, others use
only the lowest reading [34]; while in some it is
unclear which reading is presented [35].
Both casual and multiple blood pressure readings
have their value in epidemiological studies. Although
casual readings have been used in longitudinal studies
of heart disease (361, the average of two (sometimes
three) readings of both systolic and diastolic pressures, respectively, are now used in the analysis of
large national blood pressure studies [e.g. 21, and
are recommended for epidemiologic investigations
[37-391. The latter approach allows for greater acclimation by the subject to the process of blood pressure
measurement for baseline prevalence surveys [40,41].
A minimum of two readings, taken some 15 minutes
apart is considered ideal [38], and may be feasible
where the researchers can pursue medical history
and sociological questions during blood pressure
readings. However, if members of the group are
suspicious of the proceedings, and/or are inordinately
curious, field workers may be forced to sacrifice ideal
acclimating readings, for the need to quickly evaluate
available and willing subjects.
In many instances blood pressure readings were
only one of several medical or anthropometric
measurements
taken of the study population.
More than one author alludes to ‘resistant’ or ‘uncooperative’ subjects [lo, 12,341. While language
problems pose an obvious barrier to cooperation,
insensitivity to cultural norms, particularly where
‘clinic’ patient management is imposed, threaten
information and participation bias in the study. In
one site visit, Coimbra attempted such bio-medical
evaluations in each household, but found the transporting of chairs, scales, calipers and other equipment, often by flashlight, to be so cumbersome that
it was more feasible to arrange for family groups to
appear at a central location. The whole adult population was thus sampled, but Coimbra attributes this to
a long and careful introduction of his aims to the
subjects. Indeed, many Amerindians have cultural
prohibitions about the ‘loss’ of blood, or other body
fluids [32], and may resist blood and urine sampling.
If Western subjects exhibit anticipatory
rises in
pressure prior to experimental tests [42], Amerindian
subjects are equally prone to altered blood pressure
during unfamiliar procedures, and should be appropriately briefed prior to collection of physical data.
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NO publication mentions how (or whether) the subjects were prepared for medical examinations.
In small samples the influence of random error is
magnified in obscuring the detection of true differences in blood pressure level. The number of interviewers and blood pressure instruments therefore
should be minimized, and pre-survey training offered
to reduce both observer error and bias [40,42]. Even
use of medically-trained
observers is not failsafe.
Korotkoff phases are often unconsciously rounded
up or down to a ‘preferred’ or clinically significant
digit, particularly in diastolic readings [43]. Arbitrary
rounding reduces the chance of detecting a true
difference in comparing
mean blood pressure
levels [43]. Readings of blood pressure in nonclinical
situations demand particular attention to the proper
size of cuff [44], support for the arm and allowing
subject time to sit quietly prior to the readings [42].
The field data should record the reader(s) identity,
time of day and location, and any noted problems in
cuff fit or detection of Korotkoff phases. Similarly,
subjects who are obviously febrile, pregnant or in
whom other tests show significant parasitic loads
such as hookworm, should be noted by field staff as
all these factors may influence pressure readings [45].
Such information allows the researcher to monitor
the quality of data in the field, and to expurge any
questionable values during analysis, if necessary.
OTHER

RELEVANT

COVARIATES

OF BLOOD

PRESSURE

Age

All studies reviewed record the sex and estimated
age of their subjects. However, use of nonstandard
unreported
standard
deviations,
age intervals,
means, range and number of subjects in each age
category inhibits both internal and external comparisons between groups. J&speaking Amerindian
peoples recognize social-grades,
particularly
for
males, as initiation ceremonies mark the transition
from one age grade to another (see [12] for a detailed
description from the Xavante). Subjects from non-J6
groups, or those over the age of 40 may represent
a special challenge in determining accurate ages.
In many cases, however, household genealogies
(and comparison of known age-mates and siblings),
significant historical events and or evaluation of
social and physical characteristics may be needed
to estimate age. Thus while exact birthdates are
indeterminable,
an accurate age estimate may be
feasible. Presentations of the demographic and distributional characteristics of blood pressure is most
helpful when the closest age estimate is given for each
individual.
Weight
Individual, or age-specific mean weight is often,
but not always reported in the literature [see
9, 10, 12, 13, 161, and mean heights are occasionally
published [ 12, 13,161. In Western populations, current weight, weight gain and ponderosity (weight for
height) explain a great deal of blood pressure variance and future hypertension risk, second only to the
effect of age [36,45-48]. It is unclear what these
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weight-blood pressure relations are among, Amazonian Amerindians, particularly as there are few longitudinal studies of these groups. None of the reviewed
articles uses relative weight, e.g. where sex-specific
mode or median figures serve as a reference value. If
published at all, weights appear as raw data [34], or
as mean values in age/sex stratified tables to illustrate
the weight status of compared
groups [e.g.
7, 10, 12, 161. Only one report calculates age/sex specific mean Quetelet Index (weight/height’ x 100) [13].
As field-worthy instruments become more available, the collection of both height and weight measures is desirable for at least two reasons. First, while
obesity is rare in isolated Amerindian groups, increased Western contact is likely to first promote
differences in diet and daily activities [4, 13-15261.
These in turn, are more prone to affect ponderosity
(i.e. fat/lean ratio) than is height among surviving
adults. Ponderosity, as measured by some ratio of
weight to height, or direct skinfold measurements,
has been clearly established in explaining differences
in both systolic and diastolic pressure [SO-521, especially among females of minority groups in modem
societies [4,26,51].
It must be noted, however, that it is still uncertain
whether composit height/weight indices convey similar information about relative obesity, and its relation
to blood pressure in all populations. For example,
while the Quetelet Index is strongly correlated with
anthropometric measures of lean/fat ratios in American Caucasian and black populations [Sl], simple
height and weight were better correlates of ponderosity in models for Mexican-American
subjects [53].
Such questions can be explored only when comparable data on height, weight, blood pressure and ideally, anthropometric
measures, are available for
diverse ethnic groups.
Most Amerindian data demonstrate a similarity in
mean blood pressure levels between male and female
subjects, and while age/sex specific mean weights may
be reported, no Amerindian data explores the role of
relative weight in sex-specific blood pressures. Neel
and colleagues for example, report that on average,
Xavante women weigh 18% less than males, while
height differences between the sexes appear minimal
[12]. This may explain the slightly higher pressure
levels for Xavante males. Similar differences were
noted in systolic (but not diastolic) readings in a
recent study of subjects on the Xingu Indian Park
[13]. While such clearly is simplistic, and sometimes
can be inferred from published stratified data [e.g.
10, 131, comparisons of sex-specific blood pressure
are facilitated when height and weight differences
between the sexes are accounted for.
The issue of weight-change-with-age
is also relevant to the discussion of blood pressure change with
age. Both pressure measures appear to be negatively
associated with age in several Amerindian groups
[lo, 22,341, and systolic pressure decreases with age
among Munduruku
women [A. In these settings,
older subjects reportedly gained little weight with
advancing age [7, IO], and may weigh less than
younger members if the former have few relatives to
provide food for them [16,22]. Negligible change in
mean blood pressure by age cohorts has also been
recorded (7 for the Karajas group) [12,13,31]. The

major exception may be Munduruku males, where
both measures increase after the age of 50 [7l. However, as that author notes, the number of elders in his,
and most study samples, is too small to test the
significance of this trend [A. Also, in cross-sectional
studies such as these one cannot discount the possible
impact on selective mortality among those with
higher pressures [7,54], even though the mean pressure levels are very low by Western standards.
Lowenstein interprets the greater blood pressure
level of Munduruku versus Karaja men in terms of
the formers’ contact and acculturation through Franciscan missionaries, and their change of status from
savanah/forest warriors to hunter-agriculturalists
[7].
He states, “ . . . In comparison to the Carajas, the
Mundurucus are less primitive, . . . and their whole
way of life has been changed. . . [including] changes
in their life habits, such as the regular use of table
salt . . . and the use of tobacco” [7, p. 3911.
Other studies on blood pressure levels in changing
traditional societies note a steeper slope in the relationship of blood pressure with increasing age, particularly among male subjects [3]. In a Samoan example,
the difference in slope of the blood pressure trends
was most pronounced when comparing men with
little contact with Western culture and economy, and
those with wage-labor jobs in a major industrial port
[26]. Among Samoan migrants to Hawaii, only males
emigrating from the traditional areas of Samoa exhibited significant post-migration increases in diastolic blood pressures. Blood pressure data for female
Samoans, however, showed the same shape and basic
slope in the age-blood pressure relationship, regardless of level of integration, and any ‘modernization’
effect toward increased blood pressure appeared to be
limited to migrant women over the age of 50 [26].
Mens’ greater involvement in the modem settings’
cash economy is postulated to expose them to greater
psychosocial stress [26]. Similar conclusions have
been reached in other South Pacific studies [5].
Weight and dietary changes are one of the earliest
signals of cultural change, and thus are relevant to the
discussion of blood pressure alteration [4]. These
aspects of culture change are probable confounders
of pressure change have been alluded to in some
Amerindian research [e.g. 7, 10,291. These also represent further interpretive problems when samples are
biased toward villages which are accessible to Indian
posts or mission sites. In one case, Carvalho and
colleagues [29] turned this to advantage. They offer
an excellent comparison of two Yanomamo groups:
one with significant contact with Brazilian society
(N = 105); the other more isolated from contact
(N = 149). The authors surveyed all adults, and while
no age/sex stratification is available in their published
account, no significant variation of blood pressure
with age was noted for either sex. Interestingly, the
contact-group showed greater mean body weight and
spot-urine sodium concentrations than the more isolated group, but no meaningful difference in mean
blood pressure level. In a linear regression model of
these data, each additional kg of weight increased
systolic pressure by 0.4 mm Hg, and diastolic readings by 0.7 mm Hg, similar to the relationship seen in
Western samples [36]. However, only in the contact
group were body weight and sodium retained as
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significant covariates in models for both blood pressure measures [29].
While differences in mean blood pressure levels
between contact and noncontact groups were not
significant, members of the contact group who
showed facility with Portuguese were reported to
show significantly higher mean blood pressure levels
(SBP + 8.6 mm and DBP + 6.0 mm Hg) than members who only used the native language. Analysis of
possible confounding effects due to age, weight or
salt-use differences among the former individuals was
not available in the brief report, but as such data were
collected, these questions can be addressed by the
authors. More importantly, the authors have identified a marker (language) which distinguishes individual exposure to culture change in this society, and
can be weighed against the influences of other established covariates in a multivariable model for mean
blood pressure level.
Migration
The influence of migration on blood pressure status
of traditional societies has also been alluded to above
[e.g. 526,581. While ethnographic accounts exist of
migration and urbanization in Brazilian Amerindian
groups (Z&57], measurement of blood pressure has
not been presented in relation to these social changes,
and has been rarely studied among South American
Indians. Cruz-Coke and coauthors note a ‘significant’
difference in the prevalence of elevated blood pressures, and in the relationship between age and blood
pressure, in comparing Andean Aymara pastoralists
with Aymara migrants to the agricultural lowland
area near urban Arica, Chile [35, p. 561. This study of
migration effects showed systolic pressures to be
relatively constant across age groups. Diastolic levels
declined slightly for highlanders over age 50, but
increased significantly among similarly aged migrants
[35, p. 581. The latter in fact accounts for the reported
significant difference in hypertension
prevalence
among the migrants (defined as 150/90 mm Hg or
more).
However, possible confounding
by age-specific
weight differences, among other possibilities, are not
addressed in this Andean study. At least one longitudinal study of migrants from a traditional to modem
setting notes that when age, body mass, initial pressure levels and length of residence in the new setting
were controlled, the contribution of ‘migrant’ status
to percent of blood pressure variance explained was
insignificant for women, and for systolic measures in
men [58]. Diastolic readings for males initially decreased, then increased (+ 3.5 mm Hg), by the end of
the 14yr study [58].
Problems of selection bias are of.particular concern in any study of the health effects of migration.
As a first caveat, selective mortality of persons with
elevated pressures precludes any definitive statement regarding increased blood pressure level
particularly among elder subjects [54], and in a
cross-sectional research design [59]. Migration to
industrial and agricultural labor markets exerts a
strong selective force for younger adults [58]. However, mild elevations in blood pressure would go
unnoticed by most individuals, and the more minor
symptoms of hypertension would not be perceived as
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a threat to their health, nor exclude them from the
workforce.
Future studies of Amazonian populations must be
concerned with selective bias due to migration, mortality and poor study participation in this developing
region. Greater socio-economic differentiation is becoming more common among Amerindian groups, as
a result of rapid socio-economic change and assimilation of their members into the national labor force.
In some cases whole families migrate permanently to
a non-Indian environment; in others, single members
may alternate residence between the new locale and
home village, for varying lengths of time. Dietary
changes must be presumed as these individuals gain
access to new subsistence technologies [7, 12,351, and
to nontraditional
food items [e.g. 12,661.
Migrants often show greater relative weight in
comparison to their home populations [26,60], but
this effect need not be uniform for all age/sex groups
[16,26,58]. In some cases, the presumed effect of
migration toward increased blood pressure was as
hypothesized, and was independent of the effect of
weight [28]. In other research, control of weight and
age differences greatly attenuated the effect of migration on blood pressure [5,26,58]. Amazonian groups
experiencing frequent relocations [ 16,22,23] and decimation by disease [16,24], exhibited severe weight
loss and/or clinical malnutrition in children, female
and elderly members [16]. Multiple relocations in this
era of more accessible transportation has been problematic in other studies of changing societies [58].
Amazonian cases may represent an extreme effect,
and comparative data from other relocated Amazonian tribes is not available for weight and blood
pressure change. Conversely, Vieira-Filho identifies
Xavante and Bororo individuals whose increased
caloric intake and lower energy expenditure has
resulted in the first cases of obesity in these groups
[ 151. Significant deviation in individuals’ weight
status from the group norm can be readily observed
and recorded, and are most easily interpreted in
modeling blood pressure.
It has also been proposed that effect of migration
per se on blood pressure level, apart from that of
weight change, may be temporal in nature, depending
on members’ perceived stress about moving, the
frequency of travel between old and new locations,
family support and shifts in body weight over time
[26, 581. It has also been noted that severe social and
economic changes in the ‘traditional’ setting occurred
prior to the migration event [58]. Clearly age and sex
differences in weight first must be accounted for,
before secular and cohort effects on blood pressure
can be understood in changing societies [8].
Use of additional dietary sodium
Other lifestyle changes may affect blood pressure,
at least in the short run. For example, the use of
supplemental sodium in Amerindian diets has been
mentioned by several authors [7,10,12, 15,611, and
has been specifically studied among the Yanomamo
by Carvalho (291 and by Oliver and colleagues [lo].
In the latter, the renin-aldosterone-creatinine
hormonal levels of the ‘salt free’ Yanomamo is compared
to that of the Guaymi; a relatively isolated Panamanian group which uses salt in cooking and food
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In addition, the hormonal changes during pregnancy and lactation are also investigated [lo].
In this difficult field situation, Oliver’s group has
documented chronic elevations of renin and aldosterone in the low-sodium using Yanomamo (without
accompanying hypertension), in which the stress to
sodium homeostasis is further heightened during
pregnancy [lo]. It is proposed that over millenia,
tropical groups with nearly vegetarian diets have
survived and thrived in low-sodium environments by
these hormonal mechanisms [IO].
In their 1981 publication, however, Oliver and
coworkers found little direct evidence that, among
nonpregnant females, the higher salt/potassium ratio
of the Guaymi’s diet adversely affected their blood
pressure levels [lo]. However, while mean blood
pressure levels were similar for women in the two
cultures, the Guaymi women were on average 10 kg
heavier than the Yanomamo women [lo]. Similar
trends in mean weight differences, salt intake and
blood pressure levels have been documented for
contacted and isolated sub-groups of the Yanomamo
[29]. Carvalho’s combined data for both sexes support Oliver’s conclusions [21], that is, in the early
contact period, increased weight and salt intake may
not differentiate blood pressure level between tribal
groups, but both variables became significant, independent covariates of individual blood pressure level,
when data were combined to compare members who
were, or were not fluent in Portuguese.
Some would argue that increased salt versus caloric
intake, weight change, the sodium-potassium balance
in the diet and individual hormonal adaptations
make investigation of the salt-blood pressure issue
enormously complex [62-64]. Lowland groups may
add table salt or commercially salted foods, but
maintain high potassium intake through regular dependence on bananas (Musu sp.), fish, locally made
high-potassium salt and other foods [l l-13,65,66].
In short, the Na/K balance of the diet should be
considered. While some contacted groups change the
relative emphasis of certain traditional foods (e.g. the
Yanomamo now exploit more fish versus game meat
sources; maniac versus corn and beans), others appear to add carbohydrate sources (e.g. purchased
rice, bread, sugar) to the existing local fare [15,66].
It has been suggested that early contact increases in
body weight may be associated with lower energy
expenditure as well use of labor-saving Western foods
which may increase total caloric intake [13].
The field researcher would do well to simply outline
the relative adherence to ‘traditional’ versus ‘new
food sources, to estimate household use of certain
index foods, or to isolate significant changes in
relevant dietary elements. Minor or recent changes in
sodium intake alone, for example, are difficult to
evaluate in any multivariable analysis for their specific effect on blood pressure, given the limited statistical power of most studies. Instead, gross dietary
changes may serve as a good proxy variable for the
broader concept of ‘culture change’ and a logical,
more proximate cause of altered weight or blood
pressure status. Such an approach would be a logical
follow-up to studies of blood pressure which rank
Amerindian subjects’ facility with a nonnative language [29], or acceptance of Western material goods

or institutions [30] as markers of acculturation. Scales
of access to significant material goods and services
has been employed, for example, in testing the impact
of ‘modernization’ on blood pressure level in urban
Brazilian samples [67]. Thus the relative contributions of change in diet, the type or nature of the
contact experience, or both, can be explored in
explaining blood pressure variance in Amerindian
populations. However, although dietary changes are
of social and medical interest in studies of cultural
change, the need for accurate weight and height data
cannot be over-emphasized. This is true whether the
goal be the comparison of mean blood pressures
between groups, or longitudinal
examination
of
blood pressure status within a population.
Other health habits
A great deal of the present discussion has been
devoted to field methods and physical measures. It is
on this base that any expanded understanding of
social change and hypertension can occur, before
other variables of interest can be. evaluated. For
example, current data are insufficient to determine
whether other inter-group and inter-sex differences
in use of tobacco and alcohol influence the blood
pressure findings. One of the authors (Coimbra)
noted greater alcohol use (including distilled rum)
among men in a multi-tribal Indian post of Western
Amazonia (Rondonia) [see also 57,611. High levels of
alcohol use has been documented as an adverse factor
on blood pressure level in some studies of industrial
societies [68-711, and may interact with perceived
social disruption
or stress in influencing blood
pressure level [30,72]. Alcohol use is often difficult to
estimate in such instances [72], but rapid change
may indicate cultural disruption, if the subjects can be
persuaded to report their drinking habits. Such
behaviors in Amerindian groups may also be influenced by the nature of contact with representatives of
Western society. For example, Coimbra has noted
where protestant missionaries are the chief contact,
both smoking and drinking may be curtailed, as
members accept new religious guidelines for their
behavior. Thus increased drinking, as well as abstinence represent distinct responses to cultural change,
which might have variable effects on blood pressure
level.
Tobacco use is nearly universal among Amerindian
men (except as noted above), but is rarely seen among
women [73,74]. While there is a greater prevalence of
smoking among Western hypertensives
[45,70],
and nicotine produces transient increases in blood
pressure levels (75-771, it is still debated to what
degree smoking influences resting blood pressure
level. As a precaution, subjects of recent blood pressure studies are encouraged to refrain from smoking
prior to blood pressure readings [40]. Reported smoking habits can be helpful in the data set, particularly
if the former appear to be in flux for any portion of
the population.
Blood pressure in female subjects
Some authors report great difficulty in acertaining
pregnancy and menopausal status among Amerindian women [9, lo]. In a noncontracepting
population, a significant portion of women of child
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bearing age may be pregnant,
and consequently,
blood pressure readings will be altered for this
group [45]. While self-reported reproductive status is
considered unreliable in certain lowland Amerindian
subjects, blood or urine tests may be useful in ascertaining pregnancy status [lo]. Female researchers
may facilitate interviews among Amerindian women.
It further has been suggested in certain instances of
cultural change, that womens’ exposure to changes in
family, education and economic spheres may differ
from that of males, thus reflecting differential ‘stressor’ relationships with blood pressure, as noted in the
above discussion of migration effects [26,30,58].

5. Patrick R. C., Prior I. M., Smith J. C. et al. The
relationship between blood pressure and modernity
among Panopeans. Inr. J. Epidem. 12, 36-44, 1983.
6. Cassel J. Studies of hypertension in migrants. In The
Epidemiology and Control of Hypertension (Edited by
Paul 0.). pp. 41-61. Stratton Intercontinental Medical
Book Corp., New York, 1975.
7. Lowenstein F. W. Blood pressure in relation to age and
sex in the tropics and subtropics. Lancer 1, 389-392,
1961.
8. Vaughn J. P. A review of cardiovascular diseases in
developing countries. Ann. rrop. Med. Purasir. 72,
101-109, 1978
9. Oliver W. J., Cohen E. L., Neel J. V. er al. Blood
pressure, sodium intake and sodium related hormones
in the Yanomamo Indians, a “no-salt” culture. Circu-

CONCLUSIONS

There is a need to monitor longitudinal blood
pressure, and other health status changes in these
small, threatened populations. This is important not
only for the latter’s well-being, but also for our own
understanding
of social-health interactions under
conditions of social change. Such patterns are often
impossible to interpret in complex, industrial settings
and the opportunity to record the early history of
such events is rapidly diminishing. If these investigations are to be useful, they must be as rigorous as
difficult field conditions will allow, and complete
enough to address several possible theoretical alternatives. This includes not only multiple aspects of
cultural change, their differential impact on individuals by age, sex and ethnic affiliation, but also consideration of the varying contact experiences of
Amerindian groups.
Changes in health habits, such as diet, patterns of
smoking, alcohol use, as well as access to regular
medical care should also be considered, particularly
where comparison of contemporary
group blood
pressure means is the aim. Obviously such an approach requires the mutual cooperation of social
scientists, medical researchers, local leaders, national
Indian agencies and public health officials, but such
effort can be far more rewarding than any previous
study of lowland Amerindian health.
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